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March 24, 2010

Dear All,

I am pleased to announce the official launching of CCAA’s new website: www.CCAA‐DC.Org.
Thanks to Steve Liu, who had worked closely with Robert Chen and have spent months’ effort to
transferring the content and achieved photos to new website.
Attached is a power point presentation of the new CCAA website which was prepared for
us. The basic layout of the home page, which consists of upcoming events such as the 2010
first board meeting and the three‐school spring party announcement. In addition, there is
another update session to highlight recently completed CCAA programs & activities. In the
photo gallery, there are 5 categories including historical achieved photo, happy hour club photo,
ping pong photo, spring party photo and tennis tournament photo.
A new resource section being created is the CCAA Library, which contains a wealth of
information through Youtube links such as the 1960’s memorable Chinese movies, tennis/table
tennis resources, and mahjong resources. The CCAA library also contains other resources such
as travel and health related information. The intent is to keep on adding new resources or
information links which allows CCAA members to tap into at their finger tips.
Since we have spent a lot of time searching the internet and other digital‐age arena, it was an
eye opener for most of us to learn how much more information that can be accessed thru
CCAA’s new website.
Additional features of the new CCAA website include the ability to provide services such as free
FTP (ftp://ftp.ccaa‐dc.org) for CCAA members and sub‐domain name for individual members. In
the future, we would like to expand the CCAA website to encompass advertisement and
knowledge base data open to public and possible link with face book applications.
It was indeed a great accomplishment for CCAA. The new CCAA website will have far reaching
effect to CCAA members and friends who will be interested in sharing knowledge and knowing
CCAA’s activities.
Thank you for your attention
Best Regards
Edward wan, CCAA President

